School Council meeting 19/09/2017 – 2.30pm
Present – Staff- Miss Appleton, Mrs Butler, Mrs Tolley, Mr Pugh
Students- Meghan, Sean P, Danyal, Sean Pr, Thomas B

Purpose of meeting
To decide on an appropriate door marker for SLT office
Following last weeks meeting, regarding holding hands during school time, Meghan approached me
to say that it had been reported to her that students had been seen kissing during school time. She
requested that this was brought up to be discussed at todays meeting.
Members were reminded of last weeks meeting and the outcome, they were then asked if it was
appropriate to be kissing in school. Sean P's response was "that's disgusting man", all members were
in agreement that as with holding hands, kissing also is not appropriate and should not happen at
school.
It was then explained that each door within school would have a 'marker' on it as well as a symbol.
This is to enable students with a visual impairment to be able to identify rooms by touch. Members
decided that this was a "good idea" as it would help students "know where we are". Mr Pugh had
some examples which members looked at and agreed were suitable.
Sean Pr suggested that a sport and lunch one in Willow would be useful to enable students to
identify where they needed to be during lunch time.
The question was then posed what do we think Mrs Hunter should have as her door marker? After
much deliberation all members stated what they thought might be appropriate.
•
•
•
•
•

Sean P – toolbox or door stop
Sean Pr – glitter pot
Thomas – towel
Meghan – mini suitcase
Danyal – computer mouse (from a choice of that or bangles)

We are all looking forward to hearing which of these Mrs Hunter decides on!
Conversation didn't stay focused on door markers throughout the meeting leading to a couple of
requests.
Mr Pugh and Mrs Butler stated that as it was being used as a teaching room that the 'VIP room'
should maybe be renamed to keep in with the tree theme of other rooms. Pine class was a
suggestion, Meghan said that it was a "lovely name" and Danyal agreed.

Sean Pr wanted bigger tables for lunch time.
Thomas said that we need more laptops, leading to Sean Pr requesting an ICT Suite. Meghan agreed
stating that they had one at their old school.
Meeting closed 2.56pm

